
Hi year 2,

We were both really impressed with all the work you did on “Giraffes 
can’t dance” and we are very glad you enjoyed the activities. 

We have created another week of work on a new story! Each day you 
will have some English, Maths and another topic to do. This week it is 
Mario maths on time!!

Remember to keep all of your work. Perhaps
staple it together or put it in a folder.
We can’t wait to look at it all!

Keep safe and see you soon!
Mrs McGuinness and Mr Pedwell



This week’s story

Please enjoy the story first

All of these activities can be done on paper. 
There is no need to print anything off. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m0006vsk/cbe
ebies-bedtime-stories-715-jodie-whittaker-inspector-

hector

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m0006vsk/cbeebies-bedtime-stories-715-jodie-whittaker-inspector-hector


Day 1: English
Wanted posters are used to let the public know of a criminal the police are trying to catch.

Wanted posters include:

Can you guess the names of these 3 
fairy tale characters who are wanted 

for committing crime?
I have left out their name and 

picture!

• Name of criminal 
• Description of how they look
• The crime they have committed 
• Where they were last seen
• A cash reward 



He has a flat brown body made of 
spicy biscuit. He has two round 
buttons in the middle of his body.

Escaping from his baker’s oven and 
running around town annoying the 
farm animals. 

Down by the lake where the fox 
lives. 

£500

Who is it?
He has large pointy ears. He has 
huge, beady eyes that sparkle like 
diamonds and grey fur.

Eating little girls who are 
travelling to see their sick 
relatives. 

Wandering around in the woods.. 

£1000

Who is it?

She wears her gold hair down with 
a blue bow in. She is only young and 
very curious. 

Breaking and entering. Theft of 
breakfast, criminal damage of 
chairs and beds.  

Wandering around in the woods.. 

£50000

Who is it?

Day 1: Game



In the story, everyone thought Hector was the criminal. They thought he had stolen the fish 
pie.

Make a wanted poster of Hector. 

Use expanded noun phrases to give 
the reader lots of information!

Wanted posters are often on dirty 
brown paper. 

Before you begin, 
dab your paper with a 

wet teabag and leave to 
dry

TASK

CHALLENGE

Day 1: English



Day 1: Geography 
Hector has to do A LOT of inspecting to solve the case of the stolen fish pie! 
He explores his garden and talks to lots of different animals. 

Can you draw a map of the garden?
You will need a key so we know what symbols on the map mean.  Mine isn’t finished yet!   

You need to include 
• House – Hector 
• Mole hill – mole
• Tree – owl
• Tree – squirrel 
• Fence – mouse and rat
• Pond – toad    

Key
Owl tree                      fence

Squirrel tree



Day 1: Maths
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Day 2: English 
In the story, a pie had been baked, with fish and with pastry. It was left out to cool all golden 
and tasty.

I found a recipe on the internet but I’m not sure it is detailed enough for 
me to make this delicious pie. Can you help?

Add time sequencing words (first, next then, finally) and
adverbs (carefully, gently, gradually, etc) to make this recipe better. 

Method
1.Put the fish in shallow bowl.
2.Heat the milk in a pan and pour over the fish. Then place in the oven for 10 
minutes.
3.Melt the butter and cook the onion for 3-4 minutes.
4.Stir the flour into the butter and onion.
5. Remove the fish and drain the milk through a sieve into the flour mixture. 
6.Add the mustard and season with salt and pepper to taste.
7.Place the cooked fish into a pie dish.
8.Pour over the sauce.
9.Roll out the puff pastry.
10. Cover the pie dish with pastry and roughly crimp the edges. Brush with 
beaten egg and pierce the centre.
11.Bake in a preheated oven 180°c for 15-20 minutes.

Ingredients
•350g Fish Pie Mix, (including a little smoked 
haddock)
•225ml Milk
•125g Puff Pastry (shop bought ready to roll)
•40g Onion (finely diced)
•30g Butter
•30g Plain Flour (plus an extra dusting of 
flour for rolling pastry)
•1x tsp Chopped Fresh Parsley
•0.5x tsp Mustard
•10ml Splash of Double Cream
•15ml Beaten Egg
•Pinch of Salt and Pepper TASK



Day 2: P.E.  
The little kitten Barry mends his ways in the story 

and Hector ends up training him as his sidekick. 

Hector has to teach Barry what is right and wrong.  

Learn this song and movement about 
making good decisions and we could teach 
it to Barry to remind him about making 

good choices even when nobody is looking! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-
pshe-right-and-wrong-with-naomi-

wilkinson/zvmcpg8

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-pshe-right-and-wrong-with-naomi-wilkinson/zvmcpg8
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Day 3: English
If we were to box up our story using the story ladder, it would look something like this…

Opening Build up Problem Solution Ending

Description of 
Hector

The fish pie had 
vanished. Hector 
was accused of 

stealing. 

Hector spoke to 
lots of different 
animals trying to 

solve the mystery.

Hector taught 
Barry how to make 

good choices.

The family went 
out to see their 
Grandparents 

and to the shops.



Can you plan you own story that is similar to Inspector Hector? It needs to include an animal which 
gets accused wrongfully of doing something

Draw a ladder on some paper, draw some pictures and then plan in words underneath.

Day 3: English

Opening Build up Problem Solution Ending

Description of 
your main 
character.

What happened? Did 
something break? Did 
something get ruined?

Who did you main 
character go and 

speak to?

Did the culprit and 
your main character 

become friends? 
How did it end?

What were the 
family doing? 



Day 3: History
Inspectors today in 2020 

equipment

Inspectors in 1850 (170 years ago) 

equipment

Using the pictures, can you say how policing has changed from the past to the present? 
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Day 4: English 
Use your ladder plan to start writing your story. 

REMEMBER, stories are descriptive! Each section should have a 3-5 sentences which
allows your reader to get a picture in their heads. 

Here is an example of how I turned my plan into a story: 

TASK

Small golden retriever.
By day he plays with his toys.
By night he solves crimes. 

“Oscar the dog officer was golden and fluffy with a shiny, clean coat. By day he played 
with his toys, squeaking and rolling balls around the floor. But as the sun set and the 
moon lit the sky, he set out to solve mysteries which happened around his 
neighbourhood”. 

You do not need to finish today! 
Try and get as far as your problem. 

Complete tomorrow! 



Day 4: Art
The illustrations in this book combines black and white sketches with one object in vibrant colour.

This is called colour splash effect, it creates a large contrast between black and white and colour 
and draws the audience's attention to the coloured area.

Can you use this effect in a drawing?
It could be an illustration for your book involving your main character. Or, you could look out of your 
window and draw the road and just colour one car in colour. 

What can you come up with?
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Day 4: Maths

You can check your answers on the next page …
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Day 5: English 

CHALLENGE If you have finished, go back through with a different coloured 
pen/pencil and edit your work. Add in anything you have forgot or 
make sentences better. 

Continue to write your story using your ladder plan

REMEMBER, stories are descriptive! Each section should have a 3-5 sentences which
allows your reader to get a picture in their heads. 

We have learnt how to be good writers so THINK, HAVE I INCLUDED …..
• All capital letters and full stops
• Expanded noun phrases
• Conjunctions (and, but, because, when, if, that)
• Enough detail for my reader to imagine the characters and setting

TASK



Day 5: Science 
There is no way the animals in the story would have stolen the fish pie as none of them eat fish!

Can you find out which foods these animals eat. Then, can you make each animal a food chain?

CHALLENGE
Which animals are predators? 
Which animals are prey?
What producers come at the start of the food chain?

mole                          mouse                    owl                   squirrel                     toad
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Well done for completing this week’s work on “Inspector Hector.” Mrs 
McGuinness loved this story because it rhymed and she liked the 
artist effect in the illustrations!

When we call you, we will be asking you about all of the fantastic work 
you have done.

Keep it all together and we will look at it when we return to school. 

Next week we will be looking at another new story! 

Stay safe!                                                    From Mrs McGuinness                    
and Mr Pedwell


